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Abstract: Big Hickory Island, located in Lee County along the mixed-energy west Florida coast,
experiences high long-term rates of shoreline recession, with much of the erosion concentrated along
the central and southern portions of the island. In 2013, approximately 86,300 cubic meters of sand
from an adjacent tidal inlet to the north were placed along 457 m to restore the beach and dune
system. In an effort to combat erosion, seven concrete king-pile groins with adjustable panels were
constructed subsequent to the completion of the beach nourishment. Natural and human-induced
dynamics of Big Hickory Island are discussed through analysis of shoreline and morphologic change
using historic aerial photographs and topographic and bathymetric field surveys of the recent beach
erosion mitigation project. Although much of the long-term anomalously high rates of erosion for the
area are related to natural interchanges between the sand resources of the barrier islands and adjacent
ebb tidal shoals, additional reduction in sand supply is a result of human-interventions updrift of
Big Hickory over the last several decades. The coupled natural and anthropogenic influences are
driving the coastal processes toward a different morphodynamic state than would have occurred
under natural processes alone.
Keywords: shoreline change; beach erosion; beach-inlet interactions; groin stabilization

1. Introduction
Chronic erosion plagues many developed beachfront communities in the U.S. [1–4]. Maintaining
some minimum dry-beach width is critical for storm protection and sustainability of coastal
environments [5–7]. A number of engineering approaches have been used to counteract the effect of
erosion by stabilizing or restoring beaches [8]. Recent studies have shown that the implementation
of groins designed specifically to retain beach fill material or stabilize the shoreline have proven
effective in reducing erosion and mitigating downdrift impacts [6,9–12]. Improved understanding of
the influence of anthropogenic modifications on the morphodynamics of the coastal system [13–15]
is critical as human impacts on these environments increase concomitantly with sea level and
storminess [16,17].
Many communities have reduced long-term erosion rates with beach nourishment alone or
nourishment combined with erosion control structures [16,18–20]. Recent coastal management
challenges such as fewer sediment sources, higher dredging costs, and environmental impacts on
nearby habitats constrain engineers to use less sand with more cost effective beach management
projects [21]. For example, most communities offer public access making them eligible for public
funding assistance. Privately held beaches are often not eligible for public funds, so a number of small,
private U.S. communities are financing long-term beach erosion mitigation projects with minimal to
no government assistance [22,23]. Cost-effectiveness is a primary goal in these projects. In addition,
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The survey plan utilized advances in survey-grade Global Positioning Systems (GPS) technology,
coupled with Real-Time Kinematic baseline processing (RTK-GPS). Greater spatial coverage can be
achieved by collecting data continuously along the shoreline (number 1 above) in conjunction with a
traditional beach profile cross-section survey (number 2 above).
MHW shoreline data and topographic beach profile data were surveyed using hand-held Trimble
RTK-GPS rovers. The MHW data were collected by walking along the HWL, described in Section 2.1.
Topographic and bathymetric surveys were collected at six beach profiles (R-222.5 through R225.5)
and wading depth (topographic only) surveys were collected at the center line of each groin cell and
at two additional locations to the north of the groin field (Figure 1). The bathymetric portion of the
survey was collected using a boat equipped with Trimble R8, Hypack 2014, and a 456 Innerspace single
beam echo sounder with a side-mounted transducer. The wading depth profiles (topographic portion
only) within and north of the groin field extended approximately 1.2 to 1.5 meters water depth NAVD
(or about wading depth during surveying).
The profiles were measured along the same azimuth and commenced at a Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP) R-monument extending seaward to the short-term depth of closure
(NAD83 State Plane FL West). The topographic portion of the beach profile extended seaward to a
point overlapping the bathymetric component of the survey. Topographic elevation measurements
were collected at 7.6 meter (25 feet) intervals or at significant changes in beach slope. The data were
collected according to the state monitoring standards for beach erosion control projects [38].
The analysis of data collected through this survey plan relies primarily on shoreline position data
for two reasons: (1) for comparison to the near-term shoreline change analysis described above; and
(2) to capture high spatial resolution alongshore variability within the project area. Complex spatial
changes, such as erosional hot-spots [5] and beach response adjacent to engineering structures, are
often not captured in a series of widely-spaced (e.g., 300-m) beach profiles [6].
The
changes were determined by the average end area method [39]:
ˆ volumetric
˙
A1 ` A2
V“L
, where V is the volume, A1 and A2 are areas of cross-section (assuming each
2
station is a trapezoid) and L is the distance between stations. Volume changes represent the difference
in quantity of sand measured between the FDEP R-monument (generally landward of the dunes)
and the short-term depth of closure. The short-term depth of closure is defined as the seaward limit
of active sediment transport across a beach profile, beyond which negligible sediment transport is
presumed to occur [40]. All volumetric changes are in cubic meters.
3. Results
The following sections present data evaluating the natural and human-induced dynamics of
shoreline and morphologic change on Big Hickory Island in southwest Florida. Near-term changes
(1944 through 2012) are analyzed through shoreline change using historic aerial photographs and
short-term changes (2012 through 2015) are analyzed through both shoreline and volumetric change
using recent topographic and bathymetric field surveys.
3.1. Near-Term Shoreline Change
The long-term evolution of Big Hickory Island suggests that the island has been highly migratory
since the late 1800s [30]. A major change in the overall barrier island morphology occurred between
1885 and 1927, when the island shortened and widened as the inlet to the north (Little Carlos Pass,
approximately 1.8 km north of present-day New Pass [41] substantially migrated south and Big
Hickory Pass (to the south) migrated north. In addition to larger-scale drivers of change, such as the
global acceleration of sea level rise [42], the natural hydrodynamic interactions between the barrier
and its bounding inlets and the dynamics of the adjacent barrier islands were the primary localized
drivers of morphologic change at that time (i.e., little to no human-induced change).
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Island (and removal of sediment for nearby beach nourishment projects [25]) resulted in a significant
3.2. Short‐Term Shoreline Change
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input onto the barrier island, causing marked barrier island retrogradation by 2012.
Between 2012 and early 2013, the north end of Big Hickory Island continued to retreat landward,
as illustrated
by Change
the Mean High Water (MHW) change (Figure 6, red and orange lines). Beach
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Tabulated annual shoreline change from construction completion (November 2013) to November
2015 at the FDEP R-monuments is given in Table 1. The average shoreline change during the first two
years after project construction, from November 2013 to November 2015, was a landward movement
of 5.4 (˘ 12.2) meters. The large standard deviation (σ) implies significant alongshore variability. The
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greatest shoreline change in the project area occurred at R223, which represents roughly the center of
the beach nourishment perturbation. Note that no standard R-monuments exist north of the project
area in the volatile region adjacent to New Pass. Shoreline change immediately south of the project
area was negative (representing landward change or erosion); whereas, change along southern Big
Hickory Island, adjacent to Big Hickory Pass was positive or accretional (Figure 6).
Shoreline change within the groin field since construction (November 2013 to November 2015)
was on average 15.7 (˘ 4.2) meters landward. This change is visualized in Figure 6, illustrating that
despite the substantial shoreline retreat, the 2015 shoreline position is seaward of the pre-nourishment
shoreline position.
When shoreline change is calculated for all wading depth profiles, including BHI-1 and BHI-2,
the total shoreline change averaged only 2.8 (˘ 8.9) meters landward between November 2013 and
November 2015. As suggested by the high σ, the shoreline location moved 47.9 m seaward at BHI-2
during this time period (Table 2), representing significant spreading of nourished sediment to the
north. As expected [45], the greatest landward shoreline movement occurred in the G5-6 groin cell,
which is located
close to the center of the beach erosion mitigation project.
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2016, 4, 14
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Figure 6. Morphologic changes of Big Hickory Island between 2012 and 2015, represented by the

Figure 6. Morphologic
changes of Big Hickory Island between 2012 and 2015, represented by the Mean
Mean High Water (MHW) line surveyed bi‐annually, shown on a 2012 aerial photograph.
High Water (MHW) line surveyed bi-annually, shown on a 2012 aerial photograph.
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Table 1. MHW shoreline positions measured at the Florida Department of Environmental Protection
(FDEP) R-monuments and changes from construction completion (November 2013) to November 2015.
Shaded rows represent the project area.
MON
R222.5
R223
R223.5
R224
R224.5
R225
Average (Standard
Deviation, σ)

MHW Position

MHW Position

MHW Position

Total Change

2013-Nov (m)
46.0
58.4
7.4
´7.1
8.6
´1.6

2014-Nov (m)
54.1
39.3
12.4
´10.1
8.1
-3.0

2015-Nov (m)
41.9
29.8
7.9
´11.7
5.7
5.9

Nov 2013–Nov 2015 (m)
´4.1
´28.6
0.5
´4.6
´2.9
7.5
´5.4 (12.2)

MHW shoreline changes for both the R-monument beach profile surveys (Table 1) and the groin
profile surveys (Table 2) are summarized in Figure 7. Note that Figure 7 does not represent shoreline
position (i.e., not a planform or a map). Overall shoreline change after construction followed a typical
planform spreading signature [45] of landward shoreline movement in the center of the nourished area
and shoreline advancement to the north and south, with considerably more advancement to the north,
the direction of longshore sediment transport. Shoreline change stabilized (i.e., near zero change) in
the vicinity of groins 2, 3, 4, and 5 during the second year after construction; whereas, the pattern of
spreading continued along the northern project area with spreading to the north.
Table 2. MHW shoreline positions* measured at within each groin cell and changes from construction
completion (November 2013) to November 2015. *MHW positions measured from the MHW survey
plan view (Figure 1).
Groin Line
G2-3
G3-4
G4-5
G5-6
G6-7
G7-8
BHI-1*
BHI-2*

MHW Position

MHW Position

2013-Nov (m)
2014-Nov (m)
68.8
70.4
79.6
73.0
88.8
70.0
110.0
87.9
117.3
99.2
104.4
109.7
´9.2
´4.8
61.1
107.7
Average change within the groin field (σ)
Average change including north end (σ)

MHW Position

Total Change

2015-Nov (m)
69.9
72.0
69.4
77.0
88.3
98.4
27.0
109.0

Nov 2013–Nov 2015 (m)
1.1
´7.6
´19.4
´33.0
´29.0
´6.1
36.2
47.9
´15.7 (4.2)
´2.8 (8.9)

Based on the shoreline change performance in the vicinity of R223.5 to G4-5, the groins have
stabilized shoreline changes two years after project construction. The data suggest that the groins
will serve to stabilize shoreline changes north of G4-5 to R222.5 once the nourished sediment is
distributed outside of the project area. Provided periodic renourishment, the island should reach a
new dynamic equilibrium shoreline position controlled by the groins that is farther seaward than
the pre-nourishment shoreline position. Without periodic renourishment, the groin field may have
adverse impacts on the downdrift shoreline located to the north of the project area.
3.3. Short-Term Volumetric Change
Tabulated volumetric changes calculated from construction completion (November 2013) to
November 2015 are given in Table 3. The volumetric analysis is limited to the R-monument surveys
because they extend to the depth of closure and capture all volume change across the profile. However,
these monument surveys are spaced at roughly 150-m alongshore; therefore, high-resolution changes
within the groin field are not analyzed in detail in this section. The volumetric change analysis supports
the findings in sections 3.1 and 3.2.
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4. 4.
Discussion
Discussion
The near-term and short-term analysis of the shoreline and volume change (representing overall
barrier island morphology) of Big Hickory Island suggest that coupled natural and anthropogenic
influences are driving the coastal processes toward a different morphodynamic state than would
have occurred under natural processes alone. The initial shift from a naturally influenced barrier
island to a combined natural-human influenced barrier island system occurred in the mid-1900s with
infrastructure development commencing on nearby islands. Closure of Big Hickory Pass (to the south)
by 1980 allowed the island to begin morphologic recovery as natural sediment bypassing resumed.
However, subsequent erosion mitigation efforts on Little Hickory Island to structurally maintain Big
Hickory Pass (in an open position) resulted in severe erosion on Big Hickory Island, similar to the
eroded conditions observed in the 1970s. Continued shoreline retreat was observed through the 1990s
and 2000s.
Construction of community infrastructure in the mid-2000s was the first direct anthropogenic
activity on Big Hickory Island. Subsequent impacts to the island were from human influences on
nearby barriers and inlets. In 2013, severe erosion prompted the private landowners (Pelican Landing
Community Association) to implement and self-finance a beach erosion mitigation project, consisting
of the construction of king-pile groins combined with beach nourishment.
The groin field was constructed within the central region of the barrier island with undeveloped
(and unmanaged) shoreline on either side of the project. To date, the groins have stabilized the central
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shoreline of Big Hickory Island in a more seaward position, similar to the 2005 shoreline location
(Figure 9). A conceptual model illustrates the observed lateral spreading of the substantial sediment
volume added by the beach nourishment, which has resulted in shoreline progradation of the northern
tip of Big Hickory Island and volume gain to the south. However, the volume gain to the south has
not resulted in shoreline progradation (Figure 9). The 2005 aerial photo used in Figure 9 illustrates that
the project is stabilizing the shoreline to near-2005 conditions. The project is functioning as designed,
thus Figure
9 represents both realized and idealized project performance.
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2016, 4, 14
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(e.g., human-implemented coastal construction or natural storm impacts) will disrupt the current
trajectory of barrier island equilibration.
As noted, little sediment has been transported to Big Hickory Island naturally since the installation
of the terminal groins at Big Hickory Pass to the south (at Bonita Beach). Thus, periodic renourishment
is essential. Provided continued renourishment, the barrier island should reach a new dynamic
equilibrium controlled by the groins. Without periodic renourishment, the groin field may have
adverse impacts on the beach located to the north of the project area. Continued monitoring will
determine the effects that the newly placed groin field will have on the northern extent of the island;
however to date, no adverse impacts have been observed. Results from continued monitoring will
help the planning, cost-benefit analysis, and design of similar projects. This privately-funded project,
in the middle of a barrier island in a relatively low-energy setting, provides coastal managers and
engineers an opportunity to evaluate alternative erosion mitigation strategies.
With continued direct placement of sediment to supplement the shoreline stabilization efforts of
the king pile groins, Big Hickory Island may reach a more stable morphodynamic state as compared
to the last several decades of severe erosion and retrogradation due to diminished sediment input.
Because of limited sediment transport to the barrier through natural processes of inlet bypassing (at Big
Hickory Pass) due to the groin structures on the updrift adjacent barrier island (Little Hickory Island),
anthropogenically-introduced sediment input into the barrier island system is critical to the longevity
of the shoreline stability of Big Hickory Island. However, as sea-level rise [42] potentially couples
with increased storminess [46], amplified rates of coastal erosion will likely require a reevaluation of
the amount of sediment needed to maintain the stability not only of Big Hickory Island, but barrier
islands worldwide.
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